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Background: Les Houches studies
l Original idea
◆ generate inclusive jet cross section at 13 TeV over full rapidity,
with pT threshold of 30 GeV/c
▲ at NNLO, NLO, ME+PS
◆ use PDF4LHC15_30 PDF, various central scale choices
▲ note that a large fraction of LHC predictions are using the
_30 PDF set, as it is simpler, and has the same accuracy as
the _100 set
◆ use antikT jet algorithm with R=0.3,0.4,0.5,0.6.0.7,1.0
◆ use CMS Rivet routine, modified by Andy Buckley to include
more observables
◆ fill histograms at parton (shower) level and at hadron level

Les Houches study
l To
◆
◆

◆

◆

◆

determine NNLO/NLO K-factors as a function of jet size
determine how well do fixed order calculations reproduce the jet shape
as determined by ME+PS predictions; do NLO predictions have a
problem; what about NNLO?
determine how well the ME+PS predictions agree with fixed order and
each other, i.e. PS effects only in Sudakov regions? Sherpa seems to
show this.
do we have to modify fixed order predictions for jet production in PDF
fits? at NLO? NNLO?
determine how well do non-perturbative corrections from different MC
programs agree with each other. do non-pert and pert effects
factorize, i.e. are tunes universal? if not, why not?

Les Houches study
l To
◆
◆

◆

determine NNLO/NLO K-factors as a function of jet size
determine how well do fixed order calculations reproduce the jet shape
as determined by ME+PS predictions; do NLO predictions have a
problem; what about NNLO?
determine how well the ME+PS predictions agree with fixed order and
each other, i.e. PS effects only in Sudakov regions? Sherpa seems to
show this.
Resummation (i.e. PS) effects smaller for inclusive
lead jet, 2nd jet, etc
cross sections (as expected).
Inclusive jet

Is this true in Powheg? If not, why not?

Back to LH: Reminder
l Follow-up of Higgs+jets studies from 2015
◆ comparison of predictions and effects of parton showers on
fixed order predictions for Higgs+jets
◆ spoiler alert: parton showers affect fixed order cross sections
basically only in Sudakov regions
…and not so much for
inclusive observables
such as the lead jet
pT for H+>=1 jet
...now we’re looking in
more detail (looking
for sub-10% effects) with
more processes
see extra slides

Les Houches 2017 study
l And that’s not all
◆
inclusive jets at low pT are mostly gluon jets
◆
we would also like to understand quark jets, and related physics of other
process
◆
so we are also carrying out the studies with Z+jet and H+jet and VBF H all
available at NNLO)
◆
participants from NNLO calculations of inclusive jet, Z+jet, H+jet, VBF H
l By the deadline of the Les Houches proceedings, we managed to finish only the
perturbative aspects of the H+jet study
l These are included in the proceedings, along with a separate study of the
comparison of non-perturbative corrections to inclusive jet from Sherpa and Herwig,
and a study of renormalization scale variations in parton showers arxiv:1803.07977:
p.206-214, p. 239-245, p. 215-223 (see also extra slides)
l We are now proceeding with the other processes, including the comparison of nonperturbative corrections
◆
Sherpa, Herwig,Pythia,Powheg
◆
will use both cluster and string fragmentation in Sherpa, Herwig
l We would like to finish by the end of the summer

Where does the Lund interpretation come in?
l I think there is currently a great deal of confusion/uncertainty among
experimentalists about the impact of parton showers on LHC predictions,
about the differences that appear between parton shower Monte Carlos,
and what are the intrinsic uncertainties in parton showers due to different
(reasonable) physics choices
◆

◆

great deal of recent progress, though; see e.g. LH17 contribution on
renormalization scale variations in parton showers, p. 215-223
also, S. Hoeche’s and Pier Monni’s talks on Monday

S. Hoeche: large apparent
differences between PS are
reduced when using
common parameters/framework
This is a sort of factorization. Now
we are free to vary the PS
parameters to decide the
uncertainties resulting from
reasonable physics choices.

l Compounding this is the confusion about the impact of non-perturbative corrections
◆

◆

◆

◆

…which are currently (in ATLAS) among the largest uncertainties for many of the
measurements
there are a plethora of tunes; do we need so many for what I consider to be (a) a
parametrization of LHC data (for the UE) and (b) a parametrization of LEP data (for
hadronization)?
…interestingly enough, the first thing that ATLAS and CMS do is to subtract off the UE; it
is then added back in to the jet response function; so what we are talking about is the
uncertainty on something is put in by hand (see contribution from Peter Loch and myself
in LH17 proceedings, p. 200-206)
to what extent do the perturbative and non-perturbative aspects factorize.i.e. are tunes
universal? We treated them so at the Tevatron.

Can we come to
some accord
between ATLAS,
CMS and MC authors
as to the
non-perturbative
corrections and
their uncertainties?

<<10% at 100 GeV
10% uncertainty
at 100 GeV

Determination of NP correction factors and dependence on MC modeling
J. Bellm, S. Kuttimalai LH17
l Use Q-tilde shower in Herwig7 and CS dipole shower in Sherpa
l PDF4LHC15_NNLO_30 and NNPDF30_LO_as_0118 PDF used (extreme difference)
l Generator settings not tuned to data but rather aligned across both MCEGs for
comparison

Ratio of Herwig to Sherpa
Hadronization models slightly different? Will explicitly check. NB: for R=0.4 or 0.6,
differences are only few percent

The Lund Interpretation
l I think it would be a useful service for the Monte Carlo community
to clarify the situation, both in regards to the true perturbative and
non-perturbative uncertainties
◆ the Les Houches contributions are a start
l We can continue here; we can then call it the Lund Interpretation*

*so Lund need no longer be jealous of Copenhagen

Once we penetrate all of the concealment, we’ll be able to uncover the bare truth
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Extras

We picked up on this in LH 2017
l Vary R from 0.3 to 1.0
l Try to control scale dependence
for all predictions
◆ use dynamical scale

◆

use custom 7-scale
variation

l NNLO computationally intensive
◆

difference between two jet
sizes is only NLO, so generate
NNLO with R=0.3, and
calculate other jet sizes using

K-factors
K-factors are flat, growing
with R, as more real
radiation is included

Jet shapes for H+jet

NLO does not provide a good description of jet shapes for R<0.2 (compared
to MEPS@NLO. Also, compare to truncated MEPS@NLO (# final state partons
is at most 2). Truncated and full MEPS converge to each other as R increases
(within jet cone). Suggests that differences between FO and merged results
may be due to higher (parton) multiplicity final states.

Look at pT of lead jet for H+j

• uncertainty decreases as LO->NLO->NNLO
• uncertainty also decreases as R decreases; fewer real radiation corrections
• MEPS lies within uncertainty bands; closer to FO central value for R>0.4, and for
NNLO

Scale dependence decreases from LO->NLO->NNLO, and as R decreases.
NLO and MEPS agree at R~0.7. We’ll use that as a normalization next slide.

Ratios to R=0.7
difference between dashed blue/green and red lines ~>5%
NLO, R=0.4

difference between dashed blue/green and red lines ~few percent
NNLO, R=0.4

• Compare Sherpa and NLO-fixed order as a function of R and pT
• Difference is flat as a function of pT (~10% for R=0.4)
• Difference is equal to n*ΔpT, where n is the local slope (1/pTn) and ΔpT
is the difference in pT contained in a cone of radius R at a particular pT value
• Is it profound that the slopes are flat? No, I think it’s an artifact of the fact
that we are using the EFT and n is not steep enough as pT increases
projection with respect
to R

NNLO vs LO PDFs
…not tuned; smaller low x gluon for NNLO; smaller UE

Perturbative PS uncertainties
l On Renormalization scale variations in parton showers, p.215-223
◆ contribution from Sherpa and Pythia authors
◆ aim is to better understand impact of higher-order corrections related
to soft-gluon emission
◆ only effect of uncalculated or ambiguous higher-order terms should be
estimated, while higher-order terms from matrix elements included in
MEPS should be preserved
◆ compare LEP and gg->H
◆ in contrast to result of LH15, uncertainty estimates agree well between
the different PS algorithms, but as expected, gg->H serves as a
laboratory for exposing PS differences, and more work is needed
l Great deal of progress in understanding shower uncertainties
◆ for example, higher-order corrections related to soft-gluon emission
◆ partially realized in recent paper: arXiv:1805.03757; Falko Dulat,
Stefan Hoeche, Stefan Prestel; Leading-color fully differential two-loop
soft corrections in QCD dipole showers
◆ result presents the first genuine estimate of the perturbative
uncertainty in a parton-shower simulation
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VBF Higgs studies
l ggF Rivet routine examined Higgs and jet pT’s and rapidities
l For VBF, add
◆ Δyjj=|yj1-yj2|
▲ calculated with two highest pT jets
▲ calculated with two jets that give the largest rapidity separation
◆ Mjj
▲ calculated with two highest pT jets
▲ calculated with two jets that give the largest rapidity separation
◆ Zeppenfeld variable z3
◆
◆
◆

φjj=φj1-φj2
φHjj=φH-φjj
Njets
▲

▲
▲

all 4 variables as a function of Δyjj>1,2,3,4,5 (using the two
definitions of Δyjj)
also calculate as a function of mjj?
also, for explicit VBF cuts: Δyjj>2.8, mjj>400 GeV

